
Our Week in St George’s Early Years   

w/b 3/10/2022  

Reception are learning all about the number 4. We can 

recognise 4, can make it on a 10 frame and our fingers 

and know 2 and 2 make 4, and 3 and 1 make 4.  

Nursery have been matching pairs, recognising when 2 

items are the same and playing matching games.  

We continued with our key text of The Three Little Pigs. We made a house of straw and 

sticks and retold the story with actions. We have dressed the Three Little Pigs characters 

and made wanted posters for the Big Bad Wolf.  

Reception have been labelling ‘pig’ in their writing book and we all drew our favourite 

part of the story in our Black Pen Drawing book. Most of us liked the part where the wolf 

burned his tail in the pot on the fire! We remembered the new vocabulary of: straw, 

sticks, bricks, huff, puff, knock, pot, fire and chimney.   

We completed our RE topic Family: Myself.  

We sat together in a class Liturgy, praying 

and remembering all we have learned in 

this topic. We prayed for the people who 

are precious to us and asked God to watch 

over them. 



Reception have been continuing to learn new letters, sounds and rhymes with Read Write 

Inc. This week we learned: o c k u b 

We have been able to Fred Talk some green words and have begun using our Fred      

Fingers to write simple words too!   

We baked biscuits and decorated them to look like one of the Three Little 

Pigs. We rolled the pink icing and covered the biscuit, then added sweets to 

make the face: eyes, nose, mouth and ears.  

We talk about our  

feelings. We drew how 

we felt and discussed 

how this makes us feel 

inside.  



PE with Apex Darren. 

Squiggle Whilst You Wiggle.  



Autumn themed activities.   

Talk Boost  

We grew our own carrots! 

We compared their lengths 

and ate them for snack.  


